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Smuggling - Simon Harvey
2016-04-15
A cellar door creaked open in
the middle of the night, or a
hand slipping quickly into a
trenchcoat—the most
compelling transactions are
surely those we never see.
Smuggling can conjure images
of adventure and rebellion in
popular culture—Han Solo
bringing-intelligence-about-air-university

knew all about it, as did Al
Capone—but as Simon Harvey
shows in this fascinating book,
smuggling has had a profound
effect on the geopolitics of the
world. Shining a light onto
seven centuries of dark history,
he illuminates a world of
intrigue and fortunes, hinged
on outlaw desires and those
who have been willing to fulfill
them. Harvey tells this story by
focusing on the most coveted
contrabands of their time. In
the Age of Discovery, these
were silk, spices, and silver.
During the days of western
empires, they were gold,
opium, tea, and rubber. And in
modern times it has been, of
course, drugs. To the side of
these major commodities, he
looks at a wide array of things
that have always been in
smugglers’ trunks, from guns
to art to—the most dangerous
of all—ideas. Central to this
story are the (not always)
legitimate forces of the Dutch
and British East India
Companies, the luminaries of
the Spanish Empire, Napoleon
Bonaparte, the Nazis, Soviet
trophy brigades, and the CIA,
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all of whom have made
smuggling, at one point or
another, part of their modus
operandi. Beneath this, Harvey
traces out the smaller-time
smugglers, the microeconomies of everyday goods,
precious objects, and people,
drawing the whole story
together into a map of a
subterranean world
crisscrossed by smugglers’
paths. All told, this is the story
of the unrelenting drive of
markets to subvert the law, of
the invisible seams that have
sewn the globe together.
Artificial Intelligence, China,
Russia, and the Global Order Shazeda Ahmed 2019
"Artificial intelligence (AI) and
big data promise to help
reshape the global order. For
decades, most political
observers believed that liberal
democracy offered the only
plausible future pathways for
big, industrially sophisticated
countries to make their citizens
rich. Now, by allowing
governments to monitor,
understand, and control their
citizens far more effectively
than ever before, AI offers a
bringing-intelligence-about-air-university

plausible way for big,
economically advanced
countries to make their citizens
rich while maintaining control
over them--the first since the
end of the Cold War. That may
help fuel and shape renewed
international competition
between types of political
regimes that are all becoming
more "digital." Just as
competition between liberal
democratic, fascist, and
communist social systems
defined much of the twentieth
century, how may the struggle
between digital liberal
democracy and digital
authoritarianism define and
shape the twenty-first? This
work highlights several key
areas where AI-related
technologies have clear
implications for globally
integrated strategic planning
and requirements
development"-Air University Library Index
to Military Periodicals - 1999
Bringing Intelligence about Russell George Swenson 2003
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Goodfellow Air Force Base Dr. John V. Garrett 2020-01-20
Goodfellow Air Force Base is
one of the oldest installations
in the US Air Force. It was the
first of scores of flying training
fields established across Texas
and Oklahoma during World
War II. What qualified San
Angelo as the site for the first
of the new fields did not, for
the most part, distinguish it
much from its neighbors. The
clear skies and flat, forgiving
terrain so desirable in the
training of pilots were regional
qualities. But San Angelo also
had Bob Carr, a former military
aviator who spearheaded a
local effort to provide land, an
important railroad spur, and
key utility connections if the
new pilot school were built
nearby. Over the next eight
decades, nurtured by a special
relationship between city and
base, Goodfellow has
bringing-intelligence-about-air-university

distinguished itself by training
more than 400,000 pilots,
intelligence operators, and
firefighters for all the armed
forces of the United States.
Army-Navy-Air Force
Register and Defense Times
- 1906
Air Force Magazine - 2014-07
Spies for Hire - Tim Shorrock
2008-05-06
In Spies for Hire, investigative
reporter Tim Shorrock lifts the
veil off a major story the
government doesn't want us to
know about -- the massive
outsourcing of top secret
intelligence activities to
private-sector contractors.
Running spy networks
overseas. Tracking down
terrorists in the Middle East.
Interrogating enemy prisoners.
Analyzing data from spy
satellites and intercepted
phone calls. All of these are
vital intelligence tasks that
traditionally have been
performed by government
officials accountable to
Congress and the American
people. But that is no longer
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the case. Starting during the
Clinton administration, when
intelligence budgets were cut
drastically and privatization of
government services became
national policy, and expanding
dramatically in the wake of
9/11, when the CIA and other
agencies were frantically
looking to hire analysts and
linguists, the Intelligence
Community has been relying
more and more on corporations
to perform sensitive tasks
heretofore considered to be
exclusively the work of federal
employees. This outsourcing of
intelligence activities is now a
$50 billion-a-year business that
consumes up to 70 percent of
the U.S. intelligence budget.
And it's a business that the
government has tried hard to
keep under wraps. Drawing on
interviews with key players in
the Intelligence-Industrial
Complex, contractors' annual
reports and public filings with
the government, and on-thespot reporting from
intelligence industry
conferences and investor
briefings, Spies for Hire
provides the first behind-thebringing-intelligence-about-air-university

scenes look at this new way of
spying. Shorrock shows how
corporations such as Booz
Allen Hamilton, Lockheed
Martin, SAIC, CACI
International, and IBM have
become full partners with the
CIA, the National Security
Agency, and the Pentagon in
their most sensitive foreign and
domestic operations. He
explores how this partnership
has led to wasteful spending
and threatens to erode the
privacy protections and
congressional oversight so
important to American
democracy. Shorrock exposes
the kinds of spy work the
private sector is doing, such as
interrogating prisoners in Iraq,
managing covert operations,
and collaborating with the
National Security Agency to
eavesdrop on Americans'
overseas phone calls and emails. And he casts light on a
"shadow Intelligence
Community" made up of former
top intelligence officials who
are now employed by
companies that do this spy
work, such as former CIA
directors George Tenet and
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James Woolsey. Shorrock also
traces the rise of Michael
McConnell from his days as
head of the NSA to being a top
executive at Booz Allen
Hamilton to returning to
government as the nation's
chief spymaster. From CIA
covert actions to NSA
eavesdropping, from Abu
Ghraib to Guantánamo, from
the Pentagon's techno-driven
war in Iraq to the coming
global battles over information
dominance and control of
cyberspace, contractors are
doing it all. Spies for Hire goes
behind today's headlines to
highlight how private
corporations are aiding the
growth of a new and
frightening national
surveillance state.
The United States Air Force
in Korea, 1950-1953 - Robert
Frank Futrell 1983
Bringing Intelligence About:
Practitioners Reflect on
Best Practices - Russell G.
Swenson 2012-08-12
This volume helps identify how
to produce good or better
intelligence - intelligence that
bringing-intelligence-about-air-university

is of use to policymakers. The
authors have - across a range
of areas of interest -identified
some of the practices that work
best "to bring about" good
intelligence. The focus is on
analysis rather than operations
and includes pieces from
currently serving professionals
in the armed forces, CIA, and
NSA. Editor Dr. Russell G.
Swenson directed the Center
for Strategic Intelligence
Research at the Joint Military
Intelligence College when this
book was published by the Joint
Military Intelligence College.
Autonomous Horizons - Greg
Zacharias 2019-04-05
Dr. Greg Zacharias, former
Chief Scientist of the United
States Air Force (2015-18),
explores next steps in
autonomous systems (AS)
development, fielding, and
training. Rapid advances in AS
development and artificial
intelligence (AI) research will
change how we think about
machines, whether they are
individual vehicle platforms or
networked enterprises. The
payoff will be considerable,
affording the US military
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significant protection for
aviators, greater effectiveness
in employment, and unlimited
opportunities for novel and
disruptive concepts of
operations. Autonomous
Horizons: The Way Forward
identifies issues and makes
recommendations for the Air
Force to take full advantage of
this transformational
technology.
The Human Side of Cyber
Conflict - John P Geis II
2019-07-20
In response to a tasking from
the Air Force chief of staff, the
Air Force Research Institute
conducted a review of how the
service organizes,
educates/trains, and equips its
cyber workforce. The resulting
findings were used to develop
recommendations for how the
Air Force should recruit,
educate, train, and develop
cyber operators from the time
they are potential accessions
until they become senior
leaders in the enlisted and
officer corps. This study's
discoveries, analyses, and
recommendations are aimed at
guiding staff officers and
bringing-intelligence-about-air-university

senior leaders alike as they
consider how to develop a
future cyber workforce that
supports both Air Force and US
Cyber Command missions
across the range of military
operations.
Behold a Pale Horse - Franklin
Allen Leib 2010-04-01
Two men were in Texas the day
Kennedy was shot. One was
Rupert Justice Tolliver, a poor
preacher who boasted that he
would one day be President.
The other was Cobra, the
Rhodesian assassin who, forty
years later, would be hired to
take Tolliver's life. In between
is the story of the millennium:
how a man came to power by
urging the people of America to
take up arms in a Holy War and
the variable that Cobra wasn't
counting one: Clarissa, the
beautiful and ruthless First
Lady. A woman who plays both
sides of the conflict, and if she
had her way, the next
millennium will be one of
demagoguery, mayhem, and
bloodshed. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
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Command Of The Air - General
Giulio Douhet 2014-08-15
In the pantheon of air power
spokesmen, Giulio Douhet
holds center stage. His
writings, more often cited than
perhaps actually read, appear
as excerpts and aphorisms in
the writings of numerous other
air power spokesmen,
advocates-and critics. Though a
highly controversial figure, the
very controversy that
surrounds him offers to us a
testimonial of the value and
depth of his work, and the need
for airmen today to become
familiar with his thought. The
progressive development of air
power to the point where,
bringing-intelligence-about-air-university

today, it is more correct to
refer to aerospace power has
not outdated the notions of
Douhet in the slightest In fact,
in many ways, the kinds of
technological capabilities that
we enjoy as a global air power
provider attest to the breadth
of his vision. Douhet, together
with Hugh “Boom” Trenchard
of Great Britain and William
“Billy” Mitchell of the United
States, is justly recognized as
one of the three great
spokesmen of the early air
power era. This reprint is
offered in the spirit of
continuing the dialogue that
Douhet himself so perceptively
began with the first edition of
this book, published in 1921.
Readers may well find much
that they disagree with in this
book, but also much that is of
enduring value. The vital
necessity of Douhet’s central
vision-that command of the air
is all important in modern
warfare-has been proven
throughout the history of wars
in this century, from the
fighting over the Somme to the
air war over Kuwait and Iraq.
The Office of the Secretary
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of the Air Force, 1947-1965 George M. Watson 1993
This history follows the
development of the Office of
the Secretary of the Air Force
from its predecessor
organization -the Assistant
Secretary of War for Air during
World War II-to its modem
identity as one of three service
secretariats within the
Department of Defense.
Watson vividly describes the
influence of several Air
Secretaries: Robert A. Lovett,
W. Stuart Symington, Harold E.
Talbott, and Eugene M
Zuckert. Each made a personal
contribution in defining and
answering the military issues
of the day, among them, the
independence of the Air Force,
the war in Korea, arguments
over roles and missions, and
nuclear strategy.
Department of Defense
Appropriations for 1971 United States. Congress.
House. Committee on
Appropriations 1970
Field Artillery - 1985-03
A professional bulletin for
redlegs.
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Air Force - 1944
The United States Air Force
Posture Statement - United
States. Department of the Air
Force 1999
Corporation Annual Reports to
Shareholders - 1988
Air Force Strategic
Initiatives - United States.
Congress. House. Committee
on Armed Services 2009
Taking the High Ground - Peter
Wijninga 2013-04-26
The Royal Netherlands Air
Force should invest in a mix of
weapons systems to facilitate
joint operations. Observation
and prolonged surveillance is
becoming an important task.
Strategic cooperation with
R&D institutes and the
aerospace industry is crucial.
The importance of air power
lies in creating conditions for
successful performance of sea,
land, and air forces.
Observation and prolonged
surveillance will become a
main task of the Air Force.
Rapid technological
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developments in the use of
unmanned systems and space
resources are making this
increasingly feasible and
affordable.
Department of Defense
Authorization for
Appropriations for Fiscal Year
2008 - United States. Congress.
Senate. Committee on Armed
Services 2008
Air University Review 1986-05
Air Force Journal of Logistics 2008
Never Mind, We'll Do It
Ourselves - Bierbauer Alec
2021-01-26
“An extraordinary, riveting,
page-turning account—finally
cleared for publication by the
CIA—of the once highly
classified effort by the CIA and
special military units to
develop a truly game-changing,
transformational capability:
armed drones."—General David
Petraeus, US Army (Ret.),
former Commander of the
Surge in Iraq, US Central
Command, and US and
bringing-intelligence-about-air-university

Coalition Forces in
Afghanistan, and former
Director of the CIA The Inside
Story of How a CIA Officer and
an Air Force Officer Joined
Forces to Develop America’s
Most Powerful Tool in the War
on Terror. Never Mind, We’ll
Do It Ourselves is the story
behind the origins of the
Predator drone program and
the dawn of unmanned
warfare. A firsthand account
told by an Air Force team
leader and a CIA team leader,
Never Mind, We’ll Do It
Ourselves takes readers into
the back offices and secret
government hangars where the
robotic revolution went from a
mad scientist idea to a pivotal
part of global airpower.
Featuring a foreword by
Charlie Allen, an introduction
by Lieutenant General John
Campbell, USAF (Ret.), and an
afterword by Lieutenant
Colonel Gabe Brown, the story
reveals the often conflicting
perspectives between the
defense and intelligence
communities and puts the
reader inside places like the
CIA’s counterterrorism center
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on the morning of 9/11.
Through the eyes of the men
and women who lived it, you
will experience the hunt for
Usama bin Laden and the
evolution of a program from
passive surveillance to the
complex hunter-killers that
hang above the battlespace like
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ghosts. Poised at the junction
between The Right Stuff and
The Bourne Identity, Never
Mind, We’ll Do It Ourselves
documents the way a group of
cowboys, rogues, and bandits
broke rules and defied
convention to change the shape
of modern warfare
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